MARCH–JUNE

BOOK FREE ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT THE CURRICULUM FOR EXCELLENCE
generationscience@scifest.co.uk

EDINBURGH SCIENCE LEARNING HEADLINE SPONSOR

BAILLIE GIFFORD
Baillie Gifford is delighted to be headline

Edinburgh Science Learning encompasses

Baillie Gifford supports all opportunities for

sponsor for Edinburgh Science Learning,

a multitude of projects designed to

children and young people to learn new

the education arm of Edinburgh Science.

bring science to life in classrooms,

skills and activities and improve access to

Headquartered in Edinburgh, Baillie

communities and careers. Rooted in this

education in the community.

Gifford has a significant global presence,

is Generation Science. The Generation

managing investments on behalf of

Science programme has been touring

pension funds, financial institutions,

around Scotland for over 30 years and is

charities and retail investors. The firm

a vital part of the Scottish Government’s

is proud to play an active role in its

STEM strategy for its support of students’

community by supporting a diverse

and teachers’ science education in all

variety of projects across festivals and the

local authorities. As science, technology,

arts, education and social inclusion.

engineering and maths roles struggle
to be filled and the breadth of STEM
prospects grow, inspiring young people in
science has never been more important.
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WELCOME

2022 TOURING DATES

WELCOME TO THE 2022
GENERATION SCIENCE PROGRAMME
Generation Science has been providing unique science
experiences to schools across Scotland for over 30 years and 2022
will be no different. Our team have been working hard to adapt our
traditional Generation Science products in light of Covid-19.
Although we are still not able to safely come and visit your school
in person, we are committed to supporting Primary schools across
Scotland and we are delighted to be able to once again offer a
variety of pre-recorded workshops and workshop boxes for
your school to book. All Generation Science experiences are
linked to the Curriculum for Excellence and include everything you
need to engage and inspire your pupils with science, technology,
engineering and maths. We also offer further teacher support with
additional classroom activities, training and access to our expert
team of science communicators.
As part of educational charity Edinburgh Science, our vision for
Generation Science is a world where the value of science and
technology is recognised and celebrated, in order to achieve

TAKING BOOKINGS FOR
7 MARCH TO 10 JUNE
YOUR SCHOOL HAS BEEN SELECTED TO RECEIVE A
FREE GENERATION SCIENCE WORKSHOP BOX.
If you would like to book your box and have it
delivered direct to your school, please get in
touch with the following information:

a brighter and more sustainable future. With over 30 years
of experience delivering high quality, engaging shows and

• Title of workshop box

workshops, we are a leader in our field.

• Class and number of pupils
• Preferred dates (and dates that are not suitable)

In 2022, your school has been selected to receive a FREE Generation

• Email address (preferably a class teacher)

Science experience thanks to our generous partners and funders.
We ask you to get in touch touch to discuss your needs
and to book early to get your first choice of workshop.
Best wishes,
The Generation Science Team
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BOOK NOW
0131 553 0321

Monday to Friday 8.30am to 4.30pm

BOOK YOUR FREE ACTIVITY NOW: generationscience@scifest.co.uk 0131 553 0321

CFE LINKS AND WORKSHOP INFORMATION
CFE STRAND

CFE LINKS

Vibrations
and waves

FORCES,
ELECTRICITY
& WAVES

CLASS

Nurseries,
P1–3

Electricity

ACTIVITY

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

ELLA’S WOBBLE

Pre-recorded
workshop

Learn about the science of
sound in this storytelling
workshop where pupils
make their own musical
instruments and become
part of the story.
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POWER PACK

Pre-recorded
workshop

Discover the secrets of
electricity first-hand with
this engaging workshop.

6

SPEEDY SAILS

Pre-recorded
workshop

An exciting workshop
where pupils explore
forces to design and test
land yachts.

7

MAKE A MOVE

Make-along
box

Dissect the anatomy
of human movement
using this engaging
Make-along box.
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P4–7
Forces

BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS

Body systems
and cells

P4–7

ELLA’S WOBBLE

PRE-RECORDED WORKSHOP
THE MAKE-AND-KEEP SOUND
WORKSHOP
Join Ella’s musical adventure through

FORCES, ELECTRICITY
AND WAVES

immersive storytelling journey, your class

CFE LINKS: VIBRATIONS
AND WAVES

will explore how sound travels through the

Age: Nurseries and P1–3

air, discover why some sounds are high

Duration: 1 hour

and some are low and even create their

Audience: 30 pupils

own instruments to become an integral

Space: Classroom with video

part of the show.

playback capability

the wonderful world of sound. In this

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
• Identify that sound is a vibration
• Repeat that an echo is produced when
sound bounces off surfaces
• Recognise that different animals produce
different sounds
• Express that we can use different materials
to produce different sounds
• Recall that ‘pitch’ is the word used to
describe whether a sound is high or low
• Relate that a high-pitch noise is produced
with fast vibrations and low-pitch noise is
produced with slow vibrations

PRE-RECORDED
WORKSHOP INCLUDES:
• Kit and materials for one class
• A series of high-quality videos from our
experienced science communicators
to engage, inspire and guide your class
through the workshop
• Detailed set-up notes, including
guidance on how to conduct all activities
or experiments
•		Follow-up teacher resources, activities and
background science

supported by
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POWER PACK
THE ELECTRICITY, POWER AND
RENEWABLES WORKSHOP

PRE-RECORDED WORKSHOP

Discover the secrets of electricity

FORCES, ELECTRICITY
AND WAVES

first-hand in this stimulating workshop.

CFE LINKS: ELECTRICITY

Your pupils will explore circuits and

Age: P4–7

discover what electricity does as they

Duration: 1 hour

are challenged to create electric circuits,

Audience: 30 pupils per lesson

generate their own electricity and explore

Space: Classroom with video

renewable technology.

playback capability

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
• Recognise that electricity is a form
of energy
• Explain that lots of gadgets and
components are powered by electricity.
• Explain that electricity is the flow of
•

PRE-RECORDED
WORKSHOP INCLUDES:
• Kit and materials for one class
• A series of high-quality videos from our

electrons through a material.

experienced science communicators

Describe that a circuit it a continuous loop,

to engage, inspire and guide your class

with no breaks, that electricity flows round.

through the workshop

• Recognise that once the circuit is complete
electrons flow around the loop sending
electricity to anything within the circuit.
• Recognise some of the symbols used in a
circuit diagram

• Detailed set-up notes, including
guidance on how to conduct all activities
or experiments
•		Follow-up teacher resources, activities and
background science

• Explain the difference between electrical
conductors and insulators and be able to
give examples of both.
• Understand what renewable energy means
and describe types of renewable energy
supported by
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SPEEDY SAILS

PRE-RECORDED WORKSHOP
THE LAND YACHT DESIGN AND
TEST WORKSHOP
Join our team to design, build and test

FORCES, ELECTRICITY
AND WAVES

your very own land yacht. Your class

CFE LINKS: FORCES

will be encouraged to think about how

Age: P4–7

designing a project is about solving a

Duration: 1 hour

problem. Through the workshop pupils

Audience: 30 pupils

will explore the principles and roles of

Space: Classroom with video

thrust, drag, friction and energy transfer

playback capability

in the world of motion. Engineering has
never been this fun!

LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Recall that designers prototype and test
their designs to make them better.
•

PRE-RECORDED
WORKSHOP INCLUDES:
• Kit and materials for one class
• A series of high-quality videos from our

State that a force is a push or pull on

experienced science communicators

an object.

to engage, inspire and guide your class

•

Identify the forces drag, friction and gravity.

•

Predict why one design is more efficient
than another.

through the workshop
• Detailed set-up notes, including
guidance on how to conduct all activities
or experiments
•		Follow-up teacher resources, activities and
background science
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MAKE A MOVE
THE HUMAN MOVEMENT MAKEALONG BOX

MAKE-ALONG BOX

BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

brain using this interactive make-along

CFE LINKS: BODY SYSTEMS AND
CELLS

box. Pupils explore the anatomy of human

Age: P4–7

movement – from bones and muscles

Duration: 1 hour

to tendons and joints – and find out just

Audience: 30 pupils

how amazing our brains are at controlling

Space: Classroom with video

our bodies by building their own working

playback capability

Discover the mysteries of the body and

fingers and testing their bodies to the limit.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
•

Explain that our body’s movements are
controlled and coordinated by the brain.

•

curriculum-linked lesson with a class

a range of different example stimuli

• Detailed lesson plan, including guidance

Construct and use a mechanical model of
a human finger.

•

• Kit and materials to run one

Observe how the body responds to
and activities.

•

MAKE-ALONG BOX INCLUDES:

Recall key parts of the musculoskeletal

on how to conduct all activities or
experiments and background science
• Pre-recorded video support (including
how-to videos, troubleshooting videos etc)

system: bones, joints, muscles, tendons.
•

Recognise how our musculoskeletal
system allows us to move in a variety of
different ways.
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CLASSROOM INSPIRATION

Edinburgh Science Learning delivers projects to and for schools,
supporting teachers to deliver the Curriculum for Excellence in all
classrooms. This includes free classroom activities, training and
networking opportunities and discount tickets at the Edinburgh
Science Festival.

SUPPORT
Looking for classroom activities? Each Generation Science
workshop box includes follow-up activities to further explore the
science explored in the workshop.
Sign up to the Learning newsletter on our website for updates on
education projects, Festival discounts and other support resources.

generationscience.co.uk
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WHO WE ARE
Edinburgh Science Learning is the

Edinburgh Science Learning currently

edinburghscience.co.uk

education arm of educational charity

reaches more than 60,000 people

info@scifest.co.uk

Edinburgh Science Foundation. Founded

throughout the year and with 30 years

in 1989, our mission is to inspire,

of delivering high quality, engaging,

Edinburgh Science

encourage and challenge people of all

educational events and activities we are a

Harbourside House

ages and backgrounds to explore and

leader in our field.

110 Commercial Street

understand the world around them.

Edinburgh
The Edinburgh Science Foundation

EH6 6NF

Edinburgh Science Learning delivers

also operates the Edinburgh Science

projects to and for teachers and schools

Festival, an annual celebration of our

Scottish Charity Registration

throughout the year, including Generation

world explored through insightful

No. SC003790

Science, secondary schools careers event

discussions, hands-on workshops and

Careers Hive and science engagement

interactive exhibitions.

training and opportunities.
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WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OUR SUPPORTERS
As a registered charity we simply couldn’t deliver Generation Science without the support
of our valued partners. If you would like to support our work please visit our website or
contact our Development team on development@scifest.co.uk.
			

EDINBURGH SCIENCE LEARNING HEADLINE SPONSOR

PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNERS

MAJOR FUNDING PARTNERS

FUNDING PARTNERS

SUPPORT

Cruden Foundation, Falkirk Community Schools Charity, The Hugh Fraser Foundation, Jimmie Cairncross Charitable Trust,
The Murdoch Forrest Charitable Trust, New Park Educational Trust, Stewart Investors, Tay Charitable Trust, Thistledown Trust,
W M Mann Foundation, William Coull Anderson Trust, William Grant & Sons,
our Catalysts and all those who wish to remain anonymous
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“A fantastic workshop which the
children thoroughly enjoyed.
Linked brilliantly to curriculum
outcomes and gave the children
the opportunity to use resources
schools are not able to provide.”

“Brilliant engaging workshop. The
children thoroughly enjoyed it!
The teachers notes are simple and
useful and gives us confidence
when we’re unsure how to
follow up.”

TEACHER AT GULLANE PRIMARY SCHOOL, GULLANE

TEACHER AT KIRKHILL PRIMARY SCHOOL, HIGHLAND

GENERATION SCIENCE
BOOK NOW
0131 553 0321
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8.30AM–4.30PM

BOOKING AND ENQUIRIES
GENERATIONSCIENCE@SCIFEST.CO.UK
As one of our specially selected schools, please provide the following
information to book your Covid-secure Generation Science workshop box

INFORMATION NEEDED
FOR BOOKING
Title of workshop box
Class and number of pupils
Preferred dates (and dates that are not suitable)
Class teacher email

2022 TOURING DATES
7 MARCH TO 10 JUNE

